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This paper studies the gaining of shareholders’ rights in the limited company. 
On the basis of an introduction to content, nature and characteristics of 
shareholders, it also probes into and studies theoretic and practical problems and 
contradictions existing in the gaining of shareholders’ rights in the limited 
company, and as for lack of regulations for shareholders’ rights in our country’s 
present law of companies，it puts forward some constructive suggestions to perfect 
the system of gaining shareholders’ rights in the limited company in our country. 
The whole paper contains preface, main part and conclusion, and among them the 
main part can be divided into three chapters. 
Chapter 1 mainly introduces concepts of shareholders and their rights, and 
nature, content and quality of the shareholder’s rights. Comparing seven theories 
of nature of shareholders’ rights, it chiefly expounds difference between 
shareholders’ rights and traditional ownership, credit right and membership right, 
points out that a shareholder’s right is in fact only an independent special civil 
right combining property right and non-property right as one. At last it also sums 
up content and characteristics of shareholders’ rights. 
Chapter 2, after briefly introducing difference in qualities between the limited 
company and shared limited company, mainly describes the form to gain 
shareholders’ rights in the limited company, and relationship between the gaining 
of shareholders’ rights and their qualification and their registration at authorities 
for companies’ registration, makes sure standards to confirm the gaining of 
shareholders’ rights in the limited company, and probes into some problems about 
the gain of shareholders’ rights under the circumstances of shortcoming investment, 
continuing to accept shares, shareholders’ name not fitting real situation and so on, 
which popularly exist in the practice. 
Chapter 3 analyzes the lack of regulations for the gaining of shareholders’ 















practice about disagreement in recognition and confusion in confirming standards 
for the gaining of shareholders’ rights, and to put forward some constructive 
suggestions for it in order to help study the system of the gaining of shareholders’ 
rights in China and confirm the gaining of shareholders’ rights in practice. 
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第一章  股东权概述 
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